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Abstract—In a recent paper by Tan and Liu [1], a watermarking algo-
rithm for digital images based on singular value decomposition (SVD) is
proposed. This comment demonstrates that this watermarking algorithm is
fundamentally flawed in that the extracted watermark is not the embedded
watermark but determined by the reference watermark. The reference wa-
termark generates the pair of SVD matrices employed in the watermark
detector. In the watermark detection stage, the fact that the employed SVD
matrices depend on the reference watermark biases the false positive detec-
tion rate such that it has a probability of one. Hence, any reference water-
mark that is being searched for in an arbitrary image can be found. Both
theoretical analysis and experimental results are given to support our con-
clusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the above paper [1], the authors proposed a new image water-
marking scheme by embedding watermark into the singular value de-
composition (SVD) domain. First the SVD is performed on the original
M � N image AAA (see [1, eq. (5)]), i.e.,

AAA =) UUUSSSVVV H (1)

whereUUU andVVV are anM�M orthogonalmatrix andN�N orthogonal
matrix, respectively, andSSS is anM�N diagonal singular value matrix.
A spread spectrum watermark matrixWWW is then added into the matrix
SSS, and SVD is performed on the new matrix SSS + �WWW to get UUUw; SSSw ,
and VVV w , where � is the scaling parameter that determines the strength
of the watermarkWWW

SSS + �WWW =) UUUwSSSwVVV
H
w : (2)

Then the watermarked image AAAw is obtained by

UUUSSSwVVV
H =) AAAw: (3)

In watermark extraction, a possibly distorted watermarkW � is ex-
tracted from the possibly distorted watermarked image AAA�

w by essen-
tially reversing the above watermark embedding steps. The watermark
extraction and detection can be described as follows (see [1, eq. (6)]):

AAA�

w =) UUU�SSS�wVVV
�H (4)

UUUwSSS
�

wVVV
H
w =) DDD� (5)

(DDD�

� SSS)=� =)WWW �: (6)

Note that matrices UUUw; SSS;VVV w are required in watermark extraction.
Like other spread-spectrum technique-based schemes, the similarity of
WWW � andWWW is measured to identify the extracted watermarkWWW � [2].
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We argue that the above watermarking method is fundamentally
flawed. Please note that in (2), since SSS is just a diagonal matrix, the
matrices UUUw and VVV w represent the subspace of a slightly modified
watermark WWW , which only differs from the original watermark in
diagonal values. As known, the SVD subspace can preserve the major
information of an image [as it is used in (3)]. Therefore, in detection
step (5), no matter what value the diagonal matrix SSS� takes, the
resulting matrix DDD� is in the same SVD subspace defined by the
diagonally modified watermark WWW . In other words, (5) effectively
“stamps” the information of watermarkWWW onDDD� no matter what AAA�

w

and the realWWW are. Note that (6) changes only the diagonal values of
DDD�. Hence, the “extracted” watermarkWWW � will have high correlation
with the watermarkWWW whatever AAA�

w is.

II. EXAMPLES

In the following example, a 256� 256 image “Lena” is used as the
host image AAA. Image “Panda” is used as watermark WWW p and image
“Monkey” is used as watermarkWWWm. The two watermarks are applied
to the host image, respectively, to generate two watermarked images
AAAwp and AAAwm according to (1)–(3) and to obtain the matrix SSS and
SVD signature matrices UUUwp and VVV wp for the watermark WWW p. The
scaling parameter � = 1=255 in this experiment. At the detector end,
we do not know whether there is a watermark embedded or which wa-
termark is embedded. Now we try to detect whether watermark WWW p

(“Panda”) is embedded in the watermarked image AAAwm (with water-
markWWWm—“Monkey”) according to (4)–(6), as follows:

AAAwm =) UUU�

wmSSS
�

wmVVV
�H
wm (7)

UUUwpSSS
�

wmVVV
H
wp =) DDDmp (8)

(DDDmp � SSS)=� =)WWWmp: (9)

Ideally, the extracted watermarkWmp should have no correlation with
“Panda” since the embedded watermark is a “Monkey.” However, as
we predicted in Section I, the extracted watermarkWmp is a “Panda”
instead of the real embedded watermark “Monkey,” though there are
slight differences in diagonal values, as shown in Fig. 1. The correlation
coefficient of the extracted watermark with the reference watermark
“Panda” is 0.9982. That is to say, we detected a “Panda” from a wa-
termarked image with a “Monkey” watermark using the watermarking
method in [1]. The fundamental flaw is that the reference watermark
“Panda” is “stamped” anyway at the detector end by (5), i.e., (8).
Note that the experiments in [1] are also flawed. Unlike the example

we presented here, the embedded true watermark and the reference wa-
termark that generates the SVD matrices employed in the detector are
the same in [1]. The correlations of the extracted watermark with a set
of watermarks are then calculated. In such cases, the “stamped” ref-
erence watermark will certainly prevail at the detector end as we ana-
lyzed.
In short, the problem in [1] has to do with the fact that their detection

stagemakes use of information that is dependent on the watermark. The
watermark-dependent information is so improperly used in [1] such
that it does not guarantee an objective detection outcome and creates
a false positive detection rate of one in the above example. We also
note that such type of problems has been independently addressed in a
slightly different way in a recent paper [3].
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Fig. 1. Extracted watermark is determined by the pair of SVD matrices employed in the watermark detection.
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